Introduction.
Inverse systems of topological spaces and direct and inverse systems of Abelian groups and resulting applications thereof to algebraic topology have been studied intensively, and the techniques employed are now standard [2] . (Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.) We shall apply some of these ideas to the treatment of sets of Boolean algebras in order to obtain, in the inverse case, a representation, and, in both cases, some information about the ideals and about the decompositions of certain algebras. For instance, it is well known [l] that the cardinal product B* of a set {Ba} of Boolean algebras, indexed by a class A, is also a Boolean algebra. Moreover, if each Ba is m-complete for some fixed cardinal m [3] , then B* is m-complete. When A is a set partly ordered by = and directed thereby, and when the Ba form an inverse system (to be defined below), we shall show that the resulting inverse limit set is a Boolean algebra, a subalgebra of B*, and a similar result will hold in the direct case, at least in part.1 For each nonfinite Boolean algebra B, there will be constructed a nontrivial inverse limit representation of B, the inverse limit of all principal ideals [3] of B (with repetitions).
In the direct case, ideals in the limit algebra (and the homomorphic algebras which they generate) will turn out to be direct limits of like objects. Direct decomposition into ideals of the direct limit takes place (it will be seen) if there is a similar decomposition in each Ba. Following a suggestion of the referee, we shall investigate the underlying Stone representation spaces of the algebras involved. It turns out that spaces associated with an inverse limit of algebras have a direct limit which is a Stone subspace of the Stone space of the inverse limit. On the other hand, the spaces associated with a direct limit of algebras have an inverse limit Stone space which is homeomorphic to the Stone space of the direct limit.
A Boolean algebra B is defined to be a complemented distributive lattice [l] with partial ordering relation =. Complements are denoted by primes, and the cup (U)-cap (f~\) notation of [l] is used practically without modification.
2. The inverse limit. Let A be a partly ordered set with order relation ^ which directs A in that a, /3£A imply the existence of y£A with a, (3=y. Let \Ba\ be a set of Boolean algebras indexed by A. For each inequality /3=a (a, ,Ô£A), suppose that there exists a lattice homomorphism
[l] Ußa of Ba into Bß in such a way that (1) if 7,3, Op (Ia, 0«) are the supremum and infimum of Bß (Ba), then HßaIa = Iß, and Tlßa0a = 0ß; and (2) 7=/3 = a (7, ß, a£A) imply Uya = HyßIlßa. We also require that LTaa be the identity mapping of Ba onto Ba. Such a set of Boolean algebras and corresponding mappings will be called an inverse system (of Boolean algebras). Let B* be the cardinal product of the Ba. Let x£P* have component x«G5". For x, y£P*, x = y means that xa = ya for every aGA. Let a subset P' of B* be defined as follows: x£P' if x£P* and if, for each inequality ß^a, Ußaxa = Xß. Bi has a hereditary partial order from B*. The element 7= {la)(E.Bi is the supremum of Bl, and 0= {0a} is the infimum. It is trivial to show that under the ordering hereditary from B*, B{ is a Boolean algebra, a subalgebra of B*. We might call P* the inverse limit of the factors Ba and write P* = lim<_Pa.
Let m be a fixed infinite cardinal. Let {Ba} be an inverse system of Boolean algebras with mappings IL;« and inverse limit B*. Let each Hßa have the property that if xa £Pa is the least upper bound (dually, greatest lower bound) of the elements of a subset 5 of Ba, where power S = m, then n^axa = l.u.b. (g.l.b.) of the elements of IL^S. Let such a set be called an m-potent inverse system. Theorem 1. Let {Ba\ be an m-potent inverse system of Boolean algebras with inverse limit B\ Let V be a cofinal subset of A such that for 7 ST, By is m-complete. Then B* is an m-complete Boolean algebra.
Proof. Let {x1} be a class SC.B\ where <7(E2, an index class of power less than or equal to m. For given a£A, there exists y£r such that a = y, and naTx*=x*. Let xy£_By be V"x' (the l.u.b. of the x*). Then xa=HayXy = V"x*, by the hypothesis on the Hay. Define x£P* by x-\xa\. For each inequality ß^a, there exists 5GT with /3 = a = ô, and II"sX8 = xa, HßSXs=Xß. Hence n^axa = n^allaäXa = IL^Xs = Xß, and x= {x"} = VjX'GS*, and dually for A,x'. 3 . The representation theorem. Let B be a Boolean algebra. For y £7?, the principal ideal (y) is the set of all x£P such that x=y. For x^y, x, ydzB, \et<pxy be a mapping with domain (y) into (x)C(y) such that for z£.(y), 4>XyZ = z(~\xÇi(x). It is trivial to show that^j, is a homomorphism of (y) onto (x) which preserves all (not only finite) '.u.b.'s and g.l.b.'s. From x^y^z, x, y, zElB, we have (x)C(y)C(z) and (pXz=<pxy<pyZ. Thus, the set of Boolean algebras {(x)}, xEB, is an inverse system. Call its inverse limit C. Clearly, C=B; for, if (I) is the principal ideal generated by the supremum I of B, then (I) =B. But (7) is maximum in the set of sets {(x)} under the ordering relation of inclusion. C has a projection onto the component (7), and it is easily seen that this projection is the required isomorphism. Let Í5 be a set consisting of all finite-membered subsets Pa of B, where each Pa is a directed set under the order relation = of B. <P is directed by inclusion. For, given Pa and PßE'P, construct PyE'P as the set sum of Pa, Pß, and 7, the supremum of B. Then Pa, PßC.Py. Since each Pa is finite, there exists a greatest element xaEPa-Let Ba be the inverse limit algebra of the ideals (ya) which are generated by the elements yaEPaThen Ba^(xa It is routine to show that na is onto Ba and that IIa is an isomorphism.
Since Ba=B, then D=B. We have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let B be an infinite Boolean algebra. B is isomorphic to the inverse limit of an inverse system of Boolean algebras. Each algebra in this system is isomorphic to a principal ideal of B, and there is no final algebra in the system. Other than the algebra (0), each such ideal occurs with repetitions, and each principal ideal of B appears. Under the ordering relation of the factors of the inverse system each factor is covered by an algebra isomorphic to B. (ß, Xß) and a yEA, y = ai, ßi, such that ^.^Xa^^^x^. It can be proved that the relation = does not depend on the particular representatives of the equivalence classes which are employed. That is, there exists y -a,ß with <payxag<pßyXß. Under this ordering, Bd is a Boolean algebra, the element {(a, 7«) J is the supremum of Bd, and {(a, 0a)} is the infimum. An element {(a, xa)} has the complement {(a;, xá)}, where xa' is the complement of xa in Ba. This Boolean algebra may be called the direct limit algebra of the Ba and may be denoted by Bd = lim., Ba.
5. An example of a direct limit. Let X be a compactum which is, in at least one way, a homogeneous simplicial polyhedron a of dimension « with only a finite number of «-faces. For a given finite, «-homogeneous, simplicial polyhedral decomposition a of X, the set of all simplicial subpolyhedra of dimension « forms a Boolean algebra Ba in an obvious fashion if one admits the null polyhedron as an «-homogeneous subpolyhedron of every such subpolyhedron of X. Write ctgß if ß is a refinement of a. That is, every closed reface of ß is included in a closed «-face of a. For xaEBa and agß, define <paßXa = XßEBß by taking xp to be that subpolyhedron of ß, the point set of which is the set sum of all «-faces of ß which lie in some face of x«. <paß is a lattice homomorphism of Ba into Bß in such a way that the null set is carried onto the null set, and a is carried onto ß, the respective suprema of Ba and Bß. Given a and ß, there exists a common refinement 7, a polyhedral covering of X of the given type. It turns out that if exgßgy, then <pay=<pßy<paß-Therefore, the Ba with mappings <paß are a direct system of Boolean algebras. The limit algebra Bd is the algebra of all polyhedra which are subsets of X and is an atomless Boolean algebra. (For instance, use barycentric subdivision to obtain a refinement of any given element.) 6. Ideals. Hence <ï>{(a, x~)} =${(ß, y¿)}. This proves the theorem.
7. Ideal decomposition. To each xaEBa let correspond {(a, xa)} EBd. This determines a mapping <pa of Ba into Ti'', a lattice homomorphism with kernel ta. <pa is onto Bd; for, {(ß, xß)} EBd, y~a,ß imply the existence of xaEBa with (payxa = <PßyXß, so that {(a, xa)} = { (y, <PßyXß) } = {(ß, xß)}.
Let J and K be ideals in a Boolean algebra B. Suppose that (1) xEJ, K imply x = 0 and that (2) to each xEB, there exist yEJ, zEK with x = yV)z. It is easily seen that J and K are principal ideals. B is said to be the cardinal product [l] of /and K. In general, let S be an index class, and let \J°}, <r£2, be a set of ideals of B, indexed by 2, with the properties (1) for x'EJ° and for every existing Vt*» xT, xTEJT, T9^a, one has x'fWr^x* = 0 ; (2) to each xEB correspond x'EJ", cGS, such that x=V"x<r. B is said to be the cardinal product of the (principal) ideals J". Proof. If Bd = JK, then {(a, xa)} = { (a, ya)} W {(a, zd) ), yaGJa, ZaGKa. xa -(ydUzd)&a-As for (b), xaGJa, Ka imply {(a, xd)} G7, K. Hence {(a, xa)\ =0, and xaGf«. Conversely, given (a) and (b), for {(a, xa)}GBd, there exist yaGJa, za(E:Ka, and ka&a with xa-(ydUzd)=ka.
This implies {(a, xa)} = {(a, ya)}W{(a, zd)} so that /and 7Í generate 73d. If {(a, xa)} G7, 7C, then xaG/a, Kaso that XaGfa and {(a, x«)} =0.
Corollary. Under the conditions of the theorem, if each Ba is the cardinal product of Ja and Ka, then Bd is the cardinal product of J and K. will be stated. Given B' = \im^ (Ba, Jlßd), the set of all xaG7?a for which there exists xG73* with a-component xa is a subalgebra of Ba. Ußa restricted to this subalgebra is onto the corresponding subalgebra of Bß\ and if we replace each Ba by its corresponding subalgebra (as defined here), then B{ is not changed. For the rest of this section, we assume this replacement to have been made.
For an ideal J in B\ let Ja be the set of all xaE:Ba for which xa is the a-component of some xG7. Then Ja is an ideal in Ba. HßaJa = Jß, and if the kernel of Hßa is included in Ja, then TlßdJß m Ja-Corresponding to each ideal / in B\ there is an ideal J# = lim, (Ja, Hßa) in B* such that JC.J* and such that JÍ = Ja for every aGA. If J is prime, then J* = JorJi -Bi. If some Ja is proper for 7 prime, then J = J*. If J is prime then Ja is prime or Ja = Ba for a given index a. Likewise, if J is principal, then J* = J.
Let xj represent that coset of J which contains the element x. For x = 0a, let Rß\fla = Oß. Using Stone's representation theorem [3] , it is easy to show that Rßa is a homomorphism on Ba onto a subalgebra of Bß. Also, xaERaßMß if, and only if, RßaXaEMß. Here, ÜT3 is a prime ideal of Bß.
From these definitions, we can show that T£* = Tßa and that Riß= Raß-It follows that the homomorphisms of Ba onto subalgebras of Bß are in one-to-one correspondence with the continuous-inthe-strong-sense mappings of £lß into S2a. By standard arguments, we can show that T*ß is onto £2" if, and only if, Tßa is an isomorphism of Ba onto a subalgebra of Bß-, that if Tßa is onto Bß, then T*3 is one-toone on lip onto a subset of 0a; and that T*aß is one-to-one on üß onto a subset of ßa if, and only if, every prime ideal of the subalgebra TßaBa can be extended to a prime ideal of Bß in one and only one Suppose that a(y)=a(z)=N, y, zÇiT, NÇzS. There is an index a and a pair of prime ideals, Ma, Ml, in Ba such that (a, Ma) Gy, (a, M2)Gz-But by the above, Ma = Na and Af2 = A/a. Hence y = z, and a is one-to-one.
Let M be a prime ideal of B\ Suppose that x£M implies x" = 7a for no index aGA. By §8, each Ma is a prime ideal in Ba. The proof is immediate.
Corollary.
2. Under the conditions of the theorem, T = lim, (ß", n*^) can be given the topology of a Stone space.
Proof, a is one-to-one on T into a closed, hence compact, subset C of 5. C has a relative topology from 5. Since S is totally disconnected, so is C in the relative topology. Hence C is a Stone space. Introducing the topology of C into T via <x, we make T a Stone space.
We should note that no a priori topology is to be expected in r = linu (üa, Haß), even though each Stone space Qa has a topological structure and each H*ß is continuous in-the-strong-sense. Xjlfi1'} =\{Mi2)} =N, then Mal) = Na = M(2) for every cxEA, and X is one-to-one. For a given prime ideal N of Bd it is immediate that a-ß implies <p'üßNß = Na, so that y= {Na} ET. A brief check shows that X(y) = N. Hence X is onto 5.
In the Cartesian product PBüß of all the Stone spaces üß, we can pick out a basis for the standard topology as follows. We select a finite set of indices a(l), ce (2) 
